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Abstract Three experiments are designed to test if the level of irrelevant prizes in
the menu has a positive (assimilation) or negative (contrast) effect on the perceived
valuation of target objects. Familiar field prizes and binary lotteries over such prizes
are placed within “more-expensive” and “less-expensive” menus. Subjects fill-in a
sequence of binary choice problems to reveal their preference between given cash
and a designated prize from the menu. Between-subject comparisons reveal that the
prize-level in the menu positively affects perceived valuations in spite of procedural
attempts to rule out menu-dependent preferences and prohibit experimenter bias. The
effect also shows within-subject in auction experiments: the price that subjects are
willing to pay for given monetary lotteries significantly increases with the average
payoff in the irrelevant-menu. The bias finally manifests even when subjects are led
to choose the target lottery, independently, from the underlying menu.
Keywords Menu-dependent valuation · Framing · Assimilation vs. contrast
JEL Classification D8 · C9

1 Introduction
Experimental research in economics, psychology and marketing demonstrates that
valuations and choices are susceptible to surprising framing and context effects. As
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the literature is large and diverse, we restrict the following motivating discussion to
the closest/most relevant examples. Our first line of motivation follows Ariely et al.
(2003) “coherent arbitrariness” study. Ariely, Loewenstein and Prelec (ALP) show
that the willingness to pay for given objects is strongly tinted when subjects must
first decide whether they would buy the object at the last 2 digits of their SSN. The
prices that subjects with highest-SSN are willing to pay for given red-wine, for instance, is 3 times larger, on average, then the WTP of the subjects in the lowest SSN
quintile. ALP proceed to demonstrate that demand functions are strongly affected by
apparently arbitrary anchors while still conforming with basic postulates of demand
theory. The current paper alternatively extends on the arbitrariness angle of ALP by
studying the impact of irrelevant menus on economic pricing. The prize-menus explored in our experiments are introduced to subjects at the preliminary phase of the
experiment where subjects rank their level-of-interest in each of 5–6 prizes in 1–7
scale. The core pricing task is postponed to a separate section of the questionnaire
where the subjects complete a standard valuation-table for some “designated object”
from the menu. Each menu is presented to a distinct group of subjects and the identity
of designated targets is not revealed until the secondary valuation-task in order to introduce the menu “endogenously” and preclude experimenter bias. Our experiments
therefore intend to examine the implicit or subliminal affect of irrelevant menus on
the valuation of given targets. Using terminology from the psychological judgment
literature, the current paper is more of a “priming” study than an “anchoring” study
(see discussion in Wilson et al. 1996) which distinguishes our approach from ALP.
The menu affect explored in the current study should also be separated from
the immense literature on decoy and asymmetric-dominance effects. Decoy studies
demonstrate that the addition of a decoy option—close to some target Z, but dominated by Z—to a given menu, increases the preference for the target.1 Herne (1999)
shows that decoy effects prevail in choice among simple lotteries even when subjects
are paid by their decisions. While the decoy literature argues that relative preferences
may change when irrelevant items are appended to the menu, the current study otherwise demonstrates that irrelevant menus may affect the pricing of a given target. In
particular, we compare the valuation of a target object Z within a menu of more expensive items (the EXP condition) to the valuation of precisely the same object within
a menu of less-expensive items (the INEX condition). The menu affect is tested in 3
distinct applications where the target is a familiar field prize (Experiment I), a binary
lottery over field prizes (Experiment II) or a monetary lottery (Experiment III).
Priming, context and assimilation still attract diverse psychological judgment research. Recent studies examine the scope of the effects and test different hypotheses
regarding the underlying cognitive processes. Interestingly, the literature shows that
priming effects are not always positive. Mussweiler and Strack (2000; henceforth
MS), in particular, demonstrate that assimilation to primes may emerge when judgment is provided in objective scales while opposite contrast effects reflect where the
same judgment is run in subjective scales. In MS experiments, subjects primed with
positive exemplars rank their abilities lower in subjective 1–9 scales, compared to the
1 Asymmetric dominance effects were first introduced in Huber et al. (1982); for later general discussion

of decoy effects see Wedell and Pettibone (1996).
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rankings of subjects primed with negative exemplars. The same subjects however exhibit positive assimilation-to-prime when estimating their abilities in objective scales
(e.g., estimating their nominal scores in intelligence or attention tests). Other judgment studies suggest that the emergence of assimilation or contrast may depend on
the “extremity” of the prime (Mussweiler et al. 2004), the mind-set of subjects (Stapel
and Koomen 2001), the inclusion or exclusion of the prime from the target (Schwarz
and Bless 1992) and the processing mode of the judge (Förster et al. 2008). The psych
judgment literature is discussed again with the results of Experiment I. At the current
introductory level, we utilize the literature to motivate the two competing hypotheses that are tested in the current valuation experiments. If the more-expensive menu
positively affects the target-perception, then subjects may price the designated object
higher within the expensive context (assimilation-to-menu). If, on the other hand, the
more-expensive context induces disappointment or otherwise negative affect in the
valuation task, then subjects might assign lower valuations to the target within the
expensive menu (contrast). Our experiments are designed to test the competing hypotheses, assimilation vs. contrast, in 3 distinct applications varying the type of target
under examination.
The experimental testing of irrelevant-menus is complicated by the possibility that
subjects would exploit the menu to asses the quality of the target. Building on a wellknown example of Luce and Raiffa (1957), it is plausible that steak freak would be
willing to pay some hilarious price for a given steak in a fancy restaurant, while
declining exactly the same steak for a half-the-price in a modest dinner.2 The fancymenu steak is perceived a distinguished treat compared to the inexpensive-version
and therefore attracts diverse valuation. In general, when the qualities of the target
may be inferred from the context, assimilation-to-menu is easily rationalized. The
current experiments however are not meant to examine such rationalizable menueffects but rather intend to test the “affective-effect” of irrelevant context. To attenuate
the quality-inference concern, we choose to use familiar categorical prizes as experimental targets. In Experiment I, for instance, the designated prize is a “breakfastcoupon for a couple” providing free choice from more than 100 locations. Breakfastdeals are common and popular in Israel. The market price of breakfast for a couple
typically lies between 85 and 95 NIS with rare exceptions.3 The breakfast-coupon
is presented to the subjects with a partial list of more than 20 familiar coffee-houses
and restaurants, emphasizing that the complete list includes more than 100 locations.
By letting subjects choose a specific location from a large familiar category, we intend to decrease uncertainty regarding the intrinsic value of the coupon and limit the
menu effect on perceived quality. If, alternatively, the target referred to some specific
location, then subjects that are not familiar with that specific restaurant may infer

2 In Luce and Raiffa’s example, the decision maker prefers a salmon over the steak in the modest restaurant,

prefers frog-legs to the salmon in a restaurant that does not offer the steak, but prefers the steak to the froglegs in the luxurious location, thereby apparently violating transitivity.
3 The exchange-rates at the time of Experiments I and II were around 3.8 New Israeli Shekel for 1 US

dollar and about 4.8 NIS for 1 Euro.
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the target-quality from the menu. The concern is attenuated by using the categoricalcoupon as designated prize.4
The experiments and their results are described in the following Sects. 2–5. In all
3 applications, the targets attract significantly higher monetary valuations within the
expensive context. The assimilation effect is documented between-subject in Experiments I and II where we employ the MPL-method (Andersen et al. 2006) to elicit
approximate monetary equivalents of the target. The monetary equivalents of the
target within EXP stochastically dominate the corresponding valuations for INEX
in both experiments. The magnitude and significance of the affect in Experiment II
where the target is a binary-lottery over 2 of 6 prizes in the menu, is similar to experiment I where the target is a single object from a menu of 5 items. In both cases, the
mean approximate valuation of the target within EXP is about 15% higher than the
mean approximate valuation within INEX and contrast is rejected for assimilation at
p < 0.07 in permutation tests. Two-step regressions confirm that the menu affect is
statistically significant (at p < 0.05) even when socio-economic characteristics and
individual level-of-interest in target-objects are accounted for. Finally, in experiment
III we test the context effect on pricing decisions within-subject by selling “hardto-recall” monetary lotteries to the same subjects in 2 distinct sessions. The target
lottery is presented within an expensive context in one session while being placed
within inexpensive menu at the second separate session. Again, the results strongly
confirm the assimilation effect: the prices that subjects are willing to pay for given
lotteries significantly increase within the expensive frame. Moreover, we show that
assimilation to menu reflects even when subjects are led to choose the target lottery
“independently” from the underlying menu. The price-offers that subjects submit for
playing a given slot-machine within an expensive-casino are significantly larger than
the prices that the same subjects submit (in a distinct session) for playing a slightly
dominating machine within an INEX casino.
2 Experiment I
2.1 Method
Experiment I examined if the relative value of irrelevant prizes in the menu affects the
valuation of a “breakfast coupon for a couple”. The questionnaire (see Appendix A)
explained that the coupon provides free breakfast, for a couple, in more than 100
locations throughout the country and presented a partial list of 20 well-known cafes
and restaurants.5 Coupon winners could choose any location from the list and enjoy
4 Mussweiler and Strack (2000) propose a selective accessibility model (SAM) for explaining assimilation

vs. contrast. According to SAM, positive primes increase the accessibility of positive information regarding
the target thereby producing a positive affect in target judgment. Selective activation may be conceptually
distinguished from menu-based quality inference by invoking an “independent observer ”. An independent
judge that concurrently ranks the target prizes within both menus may still assign higher qualities to the
steak when it is presented within the expensive menu while ranking the breakfast coupon similarly within
the 2 frames.
5 The breakfast, dinner and SPA prizes were paid using special “entertainment” coupons issued and sold

by a private company to large employers. The coupons are not sold on an individual basis and are typically
used for gifting visitors and employees.
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the breakfast at their convenient date. Breakfast-deals are extremely popular in Israel
and variability in prices is low. The market price for such breakfasts is about 85–95
NIS with rare exceptions.
We ran two conditions where the breakfast coupon was either placed in a
menu of less-expensive or more-expensive items. The two menus were presented
to distinct groups of subjects to camouflage the goal of the experiment and prohibit experimenter-demand (see recent discussion in Zizzo 2009). The abbreviations
INEX, for inexpensive menu and EXP, for expensive menu henceforth represent the
2 conditions. In INEX, the breakfast was presented together with 4 other objects of
smaller market value: (a) 40 NIS discount for book purchase (b) single meal in a fastfood restaurant (c) packet of 100 gram gourmand chocolate (d) bottle of standard red
wine. In the parallel EXP condition the menu of prizes consisted of relatively expensive items including (a) 150 NIS coupon for book purchase (b) 17 quality LCD
screen (c) weekend vacation for a couple from a list of more than 100 locations (d) a
pack of 6 table red wines. The 5 prizes in each menu were verbally presented with
fair amount of detail attempting to provide clear descriptions of each item. The LCD
description, for example, provided the name of a leading manufacturer and technical
specifications regarding the response time etc. The book purchase discounts referred
to a large bookstore chain with dozens of branches all over the country. The fast-food
coupon offered free selection among 3 leading fast-food chains.
The short experimental questionnaire was divided into 2 separate sections. Subjects were first asked to rank their “level of interest” in each of the 5 prizes in 1–7
scale where 1 indicates “no interest at all” and 7 marks cases of “most interest” in
receiving the item. The ranking assignment always started with the breakfast coupon;
the other 4 prizes followed sequentially, at the same page, in random order.6 At the
second part of the questionnaire, the subjects were requested—on a new page—to
reexamine the 5-prize menu introduced in the ranking assignment. The menu was
illustrated using a large rectangle with small text-boxes representing each of the 5
items (see Appendix A). The breakfast coupon was circulated in bolded red ink and
the instructions explained that the organizers have selected one of the 5 prizes and
marked the designated prize in red circle. The fact that the designated prize is similar
across questionnaires was concealed and other precautions are implemented to hide
to goal of the experiment.7 Subjects were asked to state their preference between
given cash amounts and the designated prize from the menu by filling in a “Multiple
Price List” (henceforth: MPL) table of the type presented in Appendix A. Each row
in the table represents a binary choice between a given amount of cash and the designated prize. The cash-prize column starts at the lowest level of 5 NIS and increases
by a fixed margin of 8 reaching a maximum of 157 NIS at the 20-th row. Since 5
NIS is an extremely low payoff relatively to the market value of the breakfast while
6 We used 5 different versions of each questionnaire (EXP and INEX). The 5 versions differed in the order

of irrelevant prizes in the ranking assignment, the lowest cash-prize in the MPL table (the margin was
always 8) and the graphical illustration of the menu (the order of prizes was rotated across versions).
7 The experimental questionnaires were typically distributed to individuals that filled-in their question-

naires independently under direct supervision of the experimenter. The experimenter moved around campus attempting to present the forms to subjects that did not hear about the experiment and the type of prizes
actually involved.
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157 is far above the market price of similar breakfast, most subjects should switch
from preferring the breakfast in the first rows to preferring the cash in the final rows.
The instructions explained that choices must be consistent in the sense that if the subject prefers a given cash amount on the designated-prize than she must prefer larger
cash-prizes as well. Subjects were advised to mark their choices concisely by separately circulating the region of problems were they prefer the designated-prize and
the complementary region where they prefer the cash. The experimenters directed the
subjects through the process, emphasizing that choices must be guided by personal
individual tastes.
The experiment was run in several universities and colleges in central Israel.
Research-assistants that were not informed about the experimental hypotheses approached students on campus and asked for their collaboration in a short economicdecision experiment paying valuable prizes to 1/6 of the participants. Interested students were requested to fill-in the printed questionnaire instantaneously. The experimenters emphasized that payout prizes would be determined by individual choices
and that prizes would be distributed on the spot at the end of the experiment. After
collecting the questionnaire, the experimenter tossed a standard dice to determine if
the subject actually won real prizes. The instructions explained that if the dice shows
the number “6”, one of the 20 choice problems in the MPL table would be selected
to determine the actual prize that the subject collects. Since the random drawing of 1
problem out of 20 in the fields is technically cumbersome, payment problems were
actually pre-selected and the experimenter used a printout to find the running number (1–20) of the payment-problem for each questionnaire. Subjects were invited the
check the printout to “verify” that payment assignments were randomly drawn.
The MPL method is commonly employed for meaningful elicitation of private valuations (see the comprehensive discussion in Andersen et al. 2006). Since subjects
are asked to mark their binary choice knowing that one of the assignments would
actually determine their payouts, incentive compatibility is transparent. Andersen et
al. discuss with detail the pros and cons of the MPL method and propose some extensions. Using their terminology, the specific procedure implemented in our questionnaires is the switching-MPL, where subjects are directly requested to choose the
point where they change from preferring the non-monetary prize to preferring the
cash alternative. A problematic feature of the MPL method is that subjects tend to
choose one of the central rows of the table as their switch-line. Andersen et al. show
that the tendency to switch around the center may result in significant framing bias as
experimental results are affected by changes in the scale of cash-prizes. In our current
EXP vs. INEX comparison however this shortcoming may become an advantage as
it defines a more challenging test to the hypotheses.
Another acknowledged problem with the MPL method is the elicitation of
“interval-response”. If some subject, for example, prefers the cash when the amount
is larger than 85 but circles the breakfast when the cash prize is smaller than 77, we
may only infer that the value of the breakfast lies between 77 and 85. In subsequent
reporting we use the mid-point of elicited intervals (81, in the preceding example) as
an arbitrary point-estimate for actual valuations. The term “Approximate Valuation”,
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abbreviated to AV, is used to denote these midpoints.8 Note that AV cannot be calculated in extreme cases where subjects choose the coupon, or the cash, all through the
table, but none of the 78 participants in experiment I revealed such extreme preferences.
Alternatively, we use the sequential number of the first row where the subject
preferred the cash as a normalized valuation figure. In the example above (see the
MPL table in Appendix A) the switch-line number is 11, indicating that the subject
preferred the breakfast in the first 10 lines of the MPL table but switched to preferring
the cash in line 11. The abbreviation SL is henceforth used to denote the Switch Line
row number.9
The INEX and EXP questionnaires were run on 38 and 40 subjects respectively.
The mean age of the participants was 24.7 and 31% were females. We have aimed
at running the experiment on economics, business and science students speculating
that these are less likely to be affected by irrelevant frames and thus provide more
challenging test to the hypotheses.10 About 60% of the subjects (47 of 78) majored
in economics, business, or accounting; about 32% came from science or engineering
departments.
2.2 Results
The results for the complete sample are summarized in the upper panel of Table 1.
We present the mean/median data and disclose standard deviations in smaller parentheses.11 The mean approximate valuation of the breakfast coupon within the inexpensive menu is 70.7 compared to mean AV of 80.6 in EXP and a permutation test
suggests that larger differences in mean approximate-valuations arise in less than
6.5% of the cases when AV’s are randomly assigned to the 2 conditions.12 While the
median switch-line in EXP (11) is only one-increment larger than the median SL in
INEX (10), larger differences reflect in the tails of the distributions (see the quartile data in the table). Closer comparisons moreover reveal that the distribution of
switch-lines in EXP dominates the corresponding distribution for INEX. Figure 1(a)
provides a concise comparison of the cumulative frequencies.13 The histogram bars
8 The transformation of intervals to mid-points might distort the results if the location of hidden valuations

relatively to response-intervals is systematically affected by experimental condition. We cannot find a
reason for such distortion in the current study.
9 Recall (from footnote 6) that we have used 5 different versions of each questionnaire with slight differ-

ences in the scale of cash prizes in the MPL table. Because of these variations, SL and AV are not perfectly
correlated and the levels of significance obtained in testing AV are slightly different from those obtained
in testing SL.
10 For recent studies suggesting that framing effects are “low-level” or emotional see McElroy and Seta

(2003), LeBoeuf and Shafir (2003), Kahneman and Frederick (2007), de Martino et al. (2006) and the
references therein.
11 The densities of elicited valuations are compared in supplementary Appendix D.
12 We use permutation tests all through the paper except for the regression analysis and report one-tail

significance levels for testing the contrast vs. assimilation directional hypotheses.
13 Figure 1 restricts the comparison to the points where SL ≤ 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14, but dominance holds

when the complete distributions are confronted.
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Table 1 Results of Experiment I
Inexpensive menu (INEX)

Expensive menu (EXP)

Complete sample

N = 38

N = 40

Mean/Median AV

70.7/72

80.6/80.5

(27.0)

(30.3)

9.7/10

10.9/11

(3.4)

(3.8)

6

8

Mean/Median SL
25-th percentile SL

P-Test

p = 0.06
p = 0.07
_

75-th percentile SL

12

13.5

_

Mean/Median rank

4.9/5

4.1/5

p = 0.02

(1.8)

(1.7)

Economic condition ≥7

N = 22

N = 21

Mean (median) AV

65.5/69

84.4/83

(26.5)

(33.3)

9.0/9.5

11.4/11

(3.3)

(4.1)

25-th percentile SL

6

9

75-th percentile SL

11

14

–

Mean (median) rank

5.4/6

4.3/5

p = 0.01

(1.5)

(1.7)

Mean (median) SL

p = 0.02
p = 0.02
–

* The numbers in small brackets represent standard deviations

for INEX are higher than the corresponding bars for EXP confirming first-order dominance. The largest difference is observed at the point where SL = 12: The proportion
of SL ≤ 12 in EXP is 62.5% compared to about 80% in INEX (p = 0.06).
The magnitude and significance of the affect is strengthened when the comparison
is restricted to the 42 subjects that have ranked their economic condition at level 7
of 10 or higher (henceforth: “the wealthy sample”). The data for the wealthy sample
is summarized in the lower panel of Table 1. The mean approximate valuation in
INEX is 65.5 (N = 22) compared to mean AV of 84.4 in EXP (N = 21) and Pitmantest significance is 0.02. The mean SL in INEX is 8.95 compared to mean SL of
11.4 in EXP and the differences in cumulative distributions are apparently larger
(see Fig. 1(b)). The largest difference is again observed at the level of SL = 12; the
frequency of SL≤ 12 in EXP is about 57% compared to 86% in INEX (p < 0.02).
Interestingly, we find that the menu effect is overturned—from assimilation to
contrast—when the rank of the breakfast coupon is examined. Recall that subjects
were requested to rank their level of interest in the breakfast in 1–7 scale before sequentially ranking the other 4 prizes in the menu. Since subjects could scan the other
prizes before ranking the breakfast, these other prizes could still affect the breakfastrank. The mean rank of the breakfast coupon in INEX is 4.95 compared to mean rank
of 4.12 in EXP. While the median ranks in both conditions are equal, differences appear in the quartile data (e.g., the third quartile is 7 in INEX compared to 5 in EXP)
and a permutation test suggests that larger differences in mean ranks arise in only
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Fig. 1 Cumulative distribution of switch-lines by treatment: Experiment I

2% of the cases when observations are randomly shuffled across conditions. The distribution of ranks in INEX first-order dominates the corresponding distribution for
EXP: the proportion of subjects with rank ≤ 5 in INEX, in particular, is 57.9% compared to 85% in EXP (p < 0.01). The contrast effect appears even stronger when the
comparison is restricted to the wealthy subjects (see the mean and median data in the
table). The proportion of wealthy subjects with rank ≤ 4 in EXP (47.6%), for example, is twice larger from the corresponding proportion for INEX (22.7%) and P-test
significance strengthens to p = 0.01.14
In conclusion, the menu-affect is twofold. On one hand, the breakfast is ranked
significantly more interesting when subsequent prizes are less valuable. At the same
time, the value-intervals for the breakfast coupon are significantly lower within the
“cheaper” environment. The two-fold results are interestingly comparable to recent
psych judgment research suggesting that assimilation effects emerge when measurement is run in objective scales while contrast effects arise when the same judgment is
provided in subjective scales. Mussweiler and Strack (2000), for example (study 5a),
let subjects rank their perceived ability in an attention-load test in objective and subjective scales after exposure to high/low “ability-to-concentrate” primes. The selfvaluations of the high-prime subjects are significantly higher in the objective mea14 The contrast effect on ranking was also observed in a pilot experiment where subjects were asked to val-

uate and rank a “weekend vacation” within EXP and INEX menus. The vacation was ranked significantly
lower within EXP. About 25% of the subjects that participated in the pilot however preferred the weekend
vacation on the cash prizes all through the MPL table—we therefore aborted this (expensive) attempt.
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surement (where subjects estimate their expected performance in the attention test)
but exhibit negative contrast in the subjective scale (where subjects rank their ability
in 1–9 scale). Moreover, the priming manipulation affects the actual achievements
of the subjects in a subsequent attention test. Subjects exposed to the high standard
exhibit significantly stronger performance than subjects confronted with the low standard, even when the prime is randomly drawn by the participants.
The cognitive mechanisms that underlie assimilation and contrast in judgment are
a topic of ongoing research and debate. The alternative streams in the literature are
elegantly summarized in Förster et al. (2008). Förster, Liberman and Kuschel (FLK)
advance a mode-of-processing explanation to the contradicting effects. In FLK’s experiments subjects that are induced into “global processing mode” exhibit assimilation in both objective and subjective scales, while subjects that have been manipulated
into “local processing” show contrast effects in both types of measurements. The
cognitive processes underlying assimilation-to-menu and contrast-in-ranking are evidently beyond the scope of the current study. Our expensive-menu could presumably
invoke selective retrieval of positive information regarding the target (Mussweiler
and Strack 2000) thereby producing the assimilation affect on valuation; while providing a reference-level and triggering a contrast effect in the ranking assignment.
Alternatively, the valuation task could invoke an “interpretation-mode” while the
ranking of prizes is run in narrower “comparison-mode” (Stapel 2007). The MPL
valuation assignment could also induce ad-hoc global-processing compared to transient local-processing dominating judgment in the ranking assignment (following
Förster et al. 2008 GLOMO model). Nevertheless, the fact that concurrent assimilation and contrast emerge in field economic-valuation interestingly complements
the recent judgment-literature interest in the topic.
To summarize the results of experiment I we finally wish to test the significance
of assimilation-to-menu while controlling for socio-demographics and individualinterest in the target breakfast-coupon. The analysis is complicated by the fact that
it involves 2 dependent variables (rankings and switch-lines) which were oppositely
affected by the menu condition. The contradicting effects, for instance, prohibit conditional comparison of the switch-lines of subjects with similar ranks.15 Simultaneous estimation, on the other hand, is complicated by possible correlation in errors and
the need to disentangle the contradicting menu-affects on the 2 dependent variables.
To overcome the difficulties, we choose to employ a 2-step approach where the first
step derives a continuous normalized estimate of individual “level-of-interest” in the
breakfast coupon and the second step tests the menu affect on approximate-valuations
while controlling for normalized interest. At the first step of the estimation, we run
ordinal Probit regressions (McKelvey and Zavoina 1975) to estimate the latent individual interest in the breakfast coupon in a continuous scale. The Probit model is
separately run for each condition using the breakfast-rank as the dependent variable
and testing a large collection of possible explanatory variables (including economic
15 The number of subjects, for example, that assign level-of-interest 7 to the breakfast-coupon in EXP is 4

(of 40) compared to 10 such subjects (of 38) in INEX. A conditional comparison of SL, for the subjects
with nominal rank = 7, is therefore misleading since the fewer subjects that assign rank 7 to the coupon in
EXP might have stronger intrinsic preference for the breakfast coupon.
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condition and other demographics). The predicted ranks for each condition are then
normalized to [0, 1] scale to cancel-off the contrast effect on estimated ranks and a
Pitman-test is run to verify that the distribution of normalized ranks is not affected
by the menu condition. At the second step, we run another set of ordinal Probit regressions to test if switch-lines (SL) are affected by menu when normalized ranks
and various demographics are taken into consideration. The 2-step method is implemented in various specific forms, using different collections of explanatory variables
and alternative rank-normalization methods. The results for the best models by the
AIC criterion suggest that the indicator for EXP is statistically significant at p < 0.05
(t = 2). When the 2-step estimation is restricted to the sample of wealthy subjects,
significance strengthens to p < 0.001 (t > 3).16

3 Experiment II
Experiment II used a similar procedure to examine if the level of prizes in the menu
affects the valuation of simple lotteries. The target lottery tested in the experiment
paid one of the following free-choice coupons: (I) dinner (up to 250 NIS value) for a
couple in a quality restaurant from a list of more than 100 locations (II) free spa entry
including 60 minutes massage therapy in more than 50 health clubs. The target prizes
were presented to subjects in two distinct menus where each menu consisted of 6
prizes, including the dinner and spa coupons that comprised the lottery. In INEX, the
other 4 prizes in the menu had smaller market value relatively to the dinner and spa. In
the contrary EXP condition, the other 4 items were evidently more valuable than the
dinner and spa (see supplementary Appendix B). The questionnaires were otherwise
similar to Experiment I. Subjects were first asked to rank the desirability of each
prize. The ranking assignment always started with the dinner and spa (in randomized
order), sequentially followed by the 4 other items in the menu. At the end of ranking,
subjects were asked to reexamine, on a new page, the 6-prize menu. Each of the prizes
was briefly described in a small text-box with the dinner and spa coupons circled in
bolded red ink. One of the designated prizes was marked “heads” and the other was
marked “tails”. The instructions explained that the payout prize, spa or dinner, would
be determined at the end of the experiment by flipping a fair coin. Subjects were asked
to state their preference between given cash prizes and the designated lottery by filling
in a MPL table similar to the one presented in Appendix A. We estimated the market
value of the SPA coupon at about 200 NIS, while the value of the dinner coupon was
limited to 250 NIS. Since the market value of these prizes was more than twice larger
than the value of the breakfast coupon of Experiment I, the range of cash payoffs in
the MPL table was increased accordingly. The lowest cash prize was 20 NIS and the
amounts climbed in fixed margins of 20 to a maximal level of 400. Questionnaire II
16 As the estimated coefficients in ordinal regressions cannot be readily interpreted, we do not disclose

the estimation results (see the discussion in Green 2003, 738–739). The ordinal regressions are highly
significant by likelihood-ratio tests. The interaction between the menu-indicator and other explanatory
variables is not statistically significant. The estimation program would be provided on request.
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Table 2 Results of Experiment II (interior sample)
INEXP (N = 39)

EXP (N = 42)

P-test

179.7 (190)

206.2 (210)

p = 0.07

(85.6)

(73.0)

9.5 (10)

10.8 (11)

(4.3)

(3.7)

6 (11)

9 (13)

–

Valuation ≤150

41%

21%

p = 0.03

Mean (median) dinner-rank

4.9 (5)

4.5 (5)

N.S.

(1.8)

(2.0)

4.9 (5)

4.9 (5)

(1.5)

(1.7)

Mean/Median AV
Mean/Median SL
1st (3rd) quartile SL

Mean (median) spa-rank
1st (3rd) quartile dinner-rank

4 (6)

3 (6)

1st (3rd) quartile spa-rank

4 (7)

3 (6)

p = 0.07

N.S.

* The numbers in small brackets represent standard deviations

was presented to 88 students that did not participate in Experiment I.17 The mean age
of the participants was 23.2; 61% majored in economics or business and about 20%
majored in sciences or math. The experimental results are summarized in Table 2.
Seven participants (of 88) have preferred the lottery in all 20 rows of the MPL
table. As the frequency of all-lottery choices (N = 4 in INEX and N = 3 in EXP)
is similar across menus, we ignore these extreme cases henceforth and focus on the
subjects with an interior switch-line (N = 39 in INEX and N = 42 in EXP). As in
Experiment I, the mean/median data suggests that the expensive menu had a weak
positive effect on the valuation of target lotteries. The mean approximate valuation of
the lottery in EXP is 206.2 compared to mean AV of 179.7 in INEX and the switchline of the median subject in EXP (11) is one-increment higher than the median SL
in INEX (10).18 A permutation test suggests that larger differences in mean approximate valuations arise in only 7% of the cases when AV’s are randomly assigned to
experimental conditions. As in Experiment I, larger differences appear in the tails of
the distributions. The 1-st quartile switch-line in EXP is 9 compared to 6 on INEX.
The 3-rd quartiles are 13 and 11 correspondingly. In Fig. 2 the distribution of switchlines in EXP dominates the distribution for INEX. The proportion of approximate
valuations ≤150 in INEX (41%), for example, is almost twice larger than the corresponding proportion for EXP (21%) (p < 0.03). As in Experiment I, we conclude
17 62 subjects were run on in personal interviews similar to those run in Experiment I; the other 26 subjects

(13 in EXP and 13 in INEX) were run “in-class” (2 separate micro-economics classes; with 12 subjects in
the first and 14 subjects in the second). Participants in the classroom sessions were told that one subject
would be randomly selected to receive a “real payout”. The experimental results for the classroom groups
are not significantly different from those obtained in the personal interviews.
18 We have run 5 versions of each questionnaire, but did not manipulate the scale of cash prizes in the MPL

table across versions. SL is therefore equal to (AV + 10)/20 and the results of statistical testing on AV or
SL are identical.
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Fig. 2 Cumulative distribution
of switch-lines by treatment:
Experiment II

that valuations significantly increase when the menu of prizes consists of more valuable items. The assimilation-to-menu affect on valuations therefore carries over to the
valuation of binary lotteries.19
Consider next the results for the ranking assignment. The data at the bottom of
table II suggests that the contrast effect on ranking that appeared in the breakfast experiment is weakened in Experiment II. The median ranks of the ‘dinner” and “spa”
coupons in INEX are equal to the median ranks in EXP but the contrast still reflects
in the tails of the distributions. The 1st quartile ranks in INEX (spa = dinner = 4) are
one-increment higher than the 1st quartile ranks in EXP (spa = dinner = 3). A similar 1-rank difference appears in the 3rd quartile data for the spa and the distribution
of spa-ranks in INEX dominates the distribution in EXP (dominance is “slightly” violated for dinner). Permutation tests however suggest that the differences in rankings
are not sufficient for statistical significance (p = 0.15 for spa and p = 0.4 for dinner). The contrast effect on rankings is therefore weakened when 2 target prizes are
contrasted with 4 other prizes of lesser/higher value.
As in Experiment I, we finally run 2-step estimations to test the menu effect while
controlling for individual normalized “levels-of-interest” in the target prizes. First, we
run ordinal probit regressions to estimate the individual-interest in the prizes payable
by the lottery in a continuous scale. Since the estimated ranks are affected by treatment (the marginal contrast affect discussed above is strengthened in the estimation
of latent continuous ranks), the predicted ranks for each treatment are normalized to
[0, 1] scale to cancel-off the contrast. Finally, we run ordinal Probit regressions to
test the significance of the menu condition while controlling for normalized levels of
interest and demographic variables. The 2-step method is run in various alternative
forms using different methods to predict the level-of-interest in the target lottery and
different normalization methods. The best models by the AIC criterion suggest that
the indicator for the expensive menu is significant at p < 0.05.
Experiment II provides a more-challenging test to the assimilation-to-menu hypothesis compared to Experiment I. The number of relevant prizes in the menu increased to 2 of 6, compared to 1 of 5 in Experiment I. The valuation task, in addition,
involved a binary lottery over field prizes instead of the single prize used in Experiment I. The valuation of the lottery may be more complicated and therefore attract
19 The results for “wealthy” subjects are similar to the results for the complete sample.
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more cognitive effort compared to the valuation of a single comparable prize.20 This
provides another reason to suspect that the impact of peripheral-menus would diminish. The use of MPL-tables with increments of 20 NIS provides a third possible
obstacle for finding an affect in the current design. Still, the experimental results support the assimilation-to-menu affect on target valuation. The magnitude of the affect
seems similar—but slightly weaker- than Experiment I (a difference of approximately
15% in mean approximate valuations; P-test significance < 0.07; 2-step significance
p < 0.05).

4 Experiment III
4.1 Motivation and method
The between-subject design was selected for Experiments I and II in order to camouflage the goal of the study and introduce the menu as an endogenous component of the
experiment (recall the introductory discussion). An alternative design where the two
menus are presented within-subject could expose the hypotheses and therefore invokes experimenter-demand type of concerns (Greenwald 1976). It is still interesting
to device a within-subject examination in order to control for individual preferences
and test assimilation vs. contrast directly on paired observations.21 In Experiment III
we attempt to remove the obstacles for testing the menu affect within-subject by using “hard-to-recall” monetary lotteries as designated prizes. The monetary lotteries
were presented to the same subjects in 2 separate sessions within low and high menus
respectively. We employed “hard-to-recall” target-lotteries; e.g., lotteries involving 3digit payoffs with at least 2 distinct non-zero digits, in order to decrease the likelihood
that subjects recognize the designated lotteries across sessions. Each lottery was presented in 2 versions that were introduced in separate sessions. In one condition the
lottery was placed within a low-payoff menu, while in the complementary session
a similar lottery was placed within a high-payoff frame. Subjects received guaranteed “additional information” directing them to ignore irrelevant-payoffs and focus
on target binary lotteries. We used plausible cover stories to justify each frame and
slightly modified the lottery-payoffs across the 2 versions of each problem to further
decrease the likelihood that subjects recognize the second version from the first.22
The designated lotteries were sold to the subjects in incentive-compatible Vickrey
20 A classic reference is Bettman et al. (1990) who demonstrate that effort increases with the complex-

ity of choice when decision strategies are fixed. Other papers however suggest that decision-makers may
opt for simpler decision rules when choices become more difficult; c.f., Mazzotta and Opaluch 1995 discussion of Heiner’s hypothesis. Our informal impression is that the MPL task in exp II attracted more
attention/deliberation than the task for Exp I. The ratio of (standard deviation)/(mean AV) is higher in
Experiment II (44%) relatively to Experiment I (38%).
21 Birnbaum (1999) provides an extreme example to the absurd results that may emerge when judgment is

run between-subject (subjects appear to judge the number 9 as relatively larger than 221).
22 The low-menu version always paid 2 more NIS than the high-menu version. Exp III was in fact run

before I and II and motivated the more recent experiments.
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auctions. The auction method was explained and illustrated and the incentive compatibility of true-bidding was underlined in the written instructions and the blackboard
demonstration.23 The individual WTP for the low/high versions of each problem were
contrasted to examine if assimilation-to-menu still reflects in individual pricing decisions.
Experiment III was run in-class on 66 microeconomics undergraduate students.
The 2 versions of each problem were presented in separate successive sessions; the
first questionnaire was collected before distributing the second. The general instructions are provided in supplementary Appendix C; the specific problems are described
next together with the results. For convenience, we keep using EXP and INEX for the
high-payoff /low-payoff conditions accordingly.
4.2 Problem 1: job story
The 2 versions of problem 1 (see Fig. 3) dealt with the valuation of a hypothetical job
that may result in 6 different wages. Underlined “additional information” directed
the subjects to the 2 highest/lowest possible payoffs, emphasizing that only these
payoffs would determine their actual payouts. The additional information for the lowmenu version (INEX) explained that the consulting job is “made for students” and
guaranteed that actual-payouts would be drawn from the 2 highest possible wages.
The instructions for the high-menu version (EXP) similarly explained that the editingjob is less suitable for students so that actual payouts are restricted to the 2 lowest
wages in the table.24
Note that the 2 maximal payoffs in INEX (540 and 464) are slightly higher than
the 2 minimal payoffs in EXP (538 and 462). If subjects are unaffected by irrelevantpayoffs, the bids in INEX should be similar or even higher than the bids in EXP. The
average payoff-level in INEX however is 302 compared to a mean prize-level of 700
in EXP. If assimilation-to-menu extends to the current examination the bids in the
low-payoff version may still be lower than the bids in the high-payoff version.
The 2 versions of the problem were presented to the subjects in separate successive
sessions. The “additional information” directing subjects to ignore irrelevant payoffs
was underlined in bold font. Our commitment to implement all additional information when calculating final payouts was guaranteed in the general instructions (see
supplementary appendix C) and emphasized in the blackboard briefing. Subject-level
comparisons still reveal that the irrelevant payoffs affect the pricing of designated lotteries. About 60% of the subjects (40 of 66 subjects) submit higher bids in EXP while
23 Subjects received an initial endowment of 1000 NIS in each problem (see Fig. 3). The instructions ex-

plained that actual payouts would be determined by randomly matching the participants into pairs and
choosing one auction for each pair. The total experimental budget was 3200 NIS; this was distributed
among the participants in proportion to their final auction payouts (see supplementary Appendix C). Subjects were therefore unaware of the experimental exchange rate at the time of the experiment but we do
not believe this factor affected the results.
24 The explicit use of max/min operands to designate the relevant lotteries intuitively increases the likeli-

hood that subjects would contrast the designated lottery from the menu. The max operand, for example,
may generate a positive affect that increases the WTP for the designated lottery in INEX. The fact that
WTPs are still significantly lower within INEX, in spite of these contrast-enhancing factors, strengthens
the support for assimilation-to-menu.
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Fig. 3 Job problem: Experiment III
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only 7 subjects (11%) submit the same bid for the two versions. The mean (median)
bid in INEX is 393 (400) compared to a mean (median) bid of 485 (481.5) in EXP.
The equality of paired bids is strongly rejected in a permutation test (p < 0.001).
4.3 Problem 2: Production-lines
In problem 2 subjects were asked to invest in a plant that combines two production
technologies. The payoffs that each technology generates in 4 equally-likely states of
nature were presented in a 4X2 payoff matrix (see Fig. 4). In the low-payoff version
(INEX), subjects were told that the plant has found a way to integrate the two technologies so that their investment would earn the highest payoff in each state. In the
opposite high-payoff condition (EXP), the instructions explained that difficulties in
the integration of technologies would decrease actual returns to the minimal payoff
in each state. The designated payoffs in the low-menu version (660 or 744) are again
slightly higher than the designated payoffs in the high-payoff version (658 or 742).
If subjects ignore irrelevant payoffs, the bids for the low-menu lottery should not be
lower than the bids for the high-menu version. The mean payoff-level in the INEX
version however is 502 compared to an average payoff of 900 in EXP. If subjects assimilate to irrelevant payoffs, the WTP for the high-menu version may again exceed
the WTP for low-menu version. The auction data, again, confirms the positive menu
affect. About 64% of the subjects (42 of 66) submitted higher bids in EXP while only

Fig. 4 Production-lines problem: Experiment III
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32% subjects (21 subjects) have bid higher in INEX.25 The mean (median) bid for
the INEX version was 634.5 (679.5) compared to a mean (median) bid of 724.4 (701)
for the EXP version and the differences are highly significant (p < 0.001).
4.4 Problem 3: choosing a slot machine in a casino
In Problem 3, we test if assimilation-to-menu is strong enough to reflect when subjects are asked to “independently” choose some designated lottery from the menu.
In the 2 versions of the problem, subjects were asked to price an entry-ticket to a
virtual casino consisting of 3 binary slot-machines. The instructions (see Fig. 5) explained that the entry-ticket provides the right to play one of the 3 machines, once,
and emphasized that “the other machines are irrelevant”. The payoffs for playing each
slot-machine were described as a binary-lottery and subjects were asked to mark the
machine they choose to play when submitting their bid for the entry-ticket. Again, we
constructed two versions of the problem that were presented in separate sessions. In
both versions, the collection of possible lotteries was designed so that one machine
(machine II in INEX and roulette X in EXP) would appear most attractive to the reasonably risk-averse subjects. The designated slot-machine in the low-payoff casino
paid 968 or 924 while the designated roulette in the high-payoff condition paid 966
or 922. The mean payoff-level in the INEX casino however was 646, compared to
mean payoff of 894 in EXP. If irrelevant payoff-levels still affect the valuation of
designated lotteries, the WTP for the target lottery in EXP may be higher than the
WTP in INEX. If however the independent selection of “designated lotteries” from
the menu diminishes the assimilation affect, the bids for the 2 versions may now be
similar.
The results for Problem 3 are summarized in Table 3. First, we compare the bids of
the 45 subjects that made the anticipated choices in both casinos. The mean (median)
bid of these subjects in the low-menu condition is 828 (920) compared to mean bid
of 899 (940) in EXP. A (paired-sample) permutation test confirms that these subjects
are willing to pay significantly higher prices for playing a slightly dominated lottery
at the “expensive” casino (p < 0.01). The results of individual-level comparisons are
weaker, as 24 subjects (53%) submitted a higher bid in EXP while 15 subjects (33%)
submitted a higher bid in INEX (sign-test significance; p ≈ 0.1). The differences
however increase when subjects that have submitted similar bids in the 2 versions
(difference in bids ≤5) are removed from the comparison (24 subjects bid higher in
EXP; 8 subjects bid higher in INEX; sign-test significance p < 0.001).
In the second row of Table III, we extend the comparison by including all the
subjects that chose the designated machine in each condition. The mean bid of the
52 subjects that chose machine II in INEX is 834 compared to a mean bid of 905
for the 51 subjects that chose lottery X in EXP. Again, a permutation test suggests
statistical significance at p < 0.01. The WTP for the entry-ticket is thus affected by
25 The differences strengthen where 9 subjects that have submitted close bids to the 2 versions (difference

in bids ≤5) are removed from the comparison: 41 subjects (72%) have bid higher in EXP while only 16
(28%) subjects have bid higher in INEX. The median bid in INEX is 660 compared to median bid of 702
in EXP (p < 0.001).
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Table 3 Mean/median bid for each casino
INEX casino

EXP casino

P-test

Subjects making anticipated

828/920

899/940

p < 0.01

choice in both casinos

(N = 45)

(N = 45)

Subjects making anticipated

835/920

904/940

choice in each casino

(N = 52)

(N = 51)

p < 0.01

the average prize-level in the casino although subjects a-priori commit to playing
similar slot-machines.26

5 Discussion
Three experiments demonstrate that the willingness to pay for designated objects
may significantly increase when the targets are placed within expensive menus.
The assimilation-to-menu reflects in the valuation of a familiar field-prize (breakfast coupon), a binary lottery over valuable prizes (SPA or dinner coupon) and in
the valuation of monetary lotteries. The effect even manifests when subjects are led
to choose similar designated lotteries in 2 different casinos; the WTP for the same
lottery is significantly higher when it is placed within the relatively luxurious casino.
The menu-affect reflects in our data in spite of procedural attempts to eliminate
the rational for menu-dependent preferences (Luce and Raiffa 1957), prohibit experimenter bias, and convince the subjects that irrelevant prizes would not affect
their experimental payouts. Ariely et al. (2003) propose that consumers do not arrive to a choice or a pricing decision with pre-determined preferences. The consumers might carry some range of acceptable values but their actual willingness to
pay may be affected by the context of decision and irrelevant anchors. Borrowing
from the psychological judgment terminology we argue that irrelevant-menus may
act as “affective primes” in the process of valuation formation. The psychological
affect literature shows that even mild positive affect may significantly influence decision and thought processes. Isen (2008) argues that affective-bias is quite common
in reality. People in positive-affect-states tend to interpret given neutral data more
positively (Isen et al. 1978) and exhibit higher level of motivation (Isen and Patrick
1983). Positive affect leads to optimism (Nygren et al. 1996) and may increase the
propensity for risk-seeking behavior in low-risk situations (Dunegon et al. 1992;
Mano 1994). The placement of a target within an attractive menu may accordingly
induce positive transient affect that scales-up the judgment of the object, increases
26 The results for problem 3 are validated in a binary-choice experiment where 2 groups of students are

asked to choose between such entry tickets to low-payoff/high-payoff casinos and a fixed alternative lottery,
while marking the slot-machine they would play upon entering the casino. The proportion of subjects that
choose the entry ticket (and circle the designated slot-machine) in EXP (54.6% of 55 subjects) is larger
than the corresponding proportion for INEX (43.2% of 59 subjects).
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the motivation to win the prize and boosts the willingness to pay for the item.27 Interestingly, our results show that assimilation to menu (in valuation) may emerge concurrently with a contrast effect in subjective ranking. The latter results are compatible
with recent psych-judgment research showing that concurrent assimilation and contrast may emerge depending on the scale of measurement, mode of processing and
various other mediators (see the comprehensive discussion in Förster et al. 2008).
The results of the current study motivate further research on the scope and robustness of the menu-affect. A field experiment that compares the willingness to pay for
particular software or specific garment in an expensive store with the WTP for similar items in less-expensive stores may be especially interesting. The results for the
virtual casino problem in turn might motivate computerized experiments where subjects are asked to repeatedly bid for playing different slot-machines in expensive/lessexpensive casinos. The experiment-program may lighten the relevant machine in each
round while darkening the irrelevant lotteries. On the anecdotic side, the experiment
may examine the sensitivity of the menu-affect to minor tuning of the experimental
interface; e.g., is the effect weakened when the contrast in lighting of relevant vs.
irrelevant lotteries is strengthened? More importantly, such experiment can be used
to check if the menu-affect is robust to learning and experience.

Appendix A: The questionnaire of Experiment I (version 1)
The next paragraphs provide an example to the INEX questionnaire. The questionnaire for EXP was similar—except for the difference in items composing the prizemenu.
Participant number: __________
Welcome to a short experiment in decision-making!
Please fill-in the questionnaire in running-order and don’t page forward!
Along the experiment, you will be asked to mark your choice between given prizes
and various cash amounts
Your choices obviously depend on your personal tastes! (We are not testing your
knowledge or skills in this experiment but are interested in your personal tastes)
Unfortunately, we cannot pay real prizes to all of the participants.
When you finish completing the questionnaire, the research-assistant would toss a
fair dice.
If the dice show the number “6”—you would receive a real prize depending on
your choices (the actual prize would be determined by one of the choice assignments
included in the questionnaire. The assignment that would be used to determine your
actual prize was randomly selected)
Note—1/6 of the participants in the experiment would receive real prizes,
depending on their choices!
27 Noor and Takeoka (2007) recently propose that self-control may be menu-dependent. A decision-maker

that usually prefers a healthy meal on a small piece of cake may prefer the small-cake on the healthy-meal
when a large piece of cake is available in the menu. If expensive menus lead to increase in temptation and
decrease in self-control, the willingness to pay or forgo certain cash for designated prizes may increase—
which provides another explanation to the menu affect.
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If you are selected to receive a real prize, your prize would be determined—in
your presence—at the end of the experiment (so you may supervise the experimental procedure)
Your participation is requested for research in decision-making.
We ask for your sincere cooperation!
First, we ask you to fill-in some personal details:
(personal details included: First and surname, Gender, age, id number, academic
institute, number of years in college/university, email, usable phone number, please
rank your economic-condition in 1–10 scale)
_________________________________________ (page break)
First, we ask you to express your level of interest in several possible prizes (prizes
would be financed from the experimental budget. You would not be requested to pay
for your prize)
Prize 1: Breakfast for a couple in a coffee-house/restaurant of your choice
Breakfast for a couple in a coffee-house/hotel/ or restaurant of your choice, from a
list of more than 100 locations around Israel. The list of locations includes, amongst
others, (at this point the questionnaire presented about 20 examples of well known
coffee-houses and restaurants in different locations around Israel). The breakfast date
and specific location can be selected on your discretion.
Breakfast for a couple (1—not interested at all, 7—very interested)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Prize 2: 40 Shekel coupon for book purchase
The coupon would entitle you to a discount of 40 shekel in purchasing books
in (the questionnaire referred to a leading bookstore-chain with dozens of branches
around Israel)
Forty shekel coupon for books purchase (1—not interested at all, 7—very interested)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Prize 3: Single meal in a fast-food restaurant
In one of the following fast-food chains (the questionnaire referred to several
leading fast-food chains). The term “single-meal” refers to one of the meals printed
in the restaurant’s menu.
Single fast-food meal (1—not interested at all, 7—Interested a lot)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Prize 4: Gourmand chocolate
100 grams of Belgian quality chocolate. Milk or dark chocolate (by your choice)
with almonds, nuts and raisins, produce of the well-known Belgian chocolate producer XXXX
Gourmand Chocolate (1—not interested at all, 7—interested a lot)
1

2

3

4

Prize 5: Bottle of table red-wine 2005

5

6

7
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Produce of (a well-known Israeli winery). Dry or semi-dry. Harvest of 2005.
Bottle of red-wine (1—not interested at all, 7—interested a lot)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

_________________________________________ (page break)
In the next table we represent again the menu of prizes presented above:

The experiment’ organizers have marked (in red ink) one of the 5 prizes for you.
We now wish to examine your preferences between the designated prize and different cash prizes
Your choices in the table below must be reasonable in the sense that if your have
preferred a given cash amount on the designated prize, you must also prefer larger
amounts of cash on the designated prize. For your convenience, you may simply circle
the region where you prefer the real prize on the cash prize and the (complementary)
region where you prefer the cash on the designated prize.
5 NIS

The designated prize

13 NIS

The designated prize

21 NIS

The designated prize

29 NIS

The designated prize

37 NIS

The designated prize

45 NIS

The designated prize

53 NIS

The designated prize

61 NIS

The designated prize

69 NIS

The designated prize

77 NIS

The designated prize

85 NIS

The designated prize

93 NIS

The designated prize

101 NIS

The designated prize

109 NIS

The designated prize

117 NIS

The designated prize

125 NIS

The designated prize
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133 NIS

The designated prize

141 NIS

The designated prize

149 NIS

The designated prize

157 NIS

The designated prize
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